Errata Sheet
Essentials in Literature Level 11 (February 2022 Version)
Textbook
The following updates and/or corrections have been made to this product.
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Back Cover
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Update / Correction
Update: All page numbers in the Table of Contents were corrected.
Update: Back cover content corrected to:
Essentials in Literature Level 11 is a literary analysis curriculum that features a
student textbook, resource book, and video instruction by teacher Matthew Stephens.
The curriculum includes four units: fiction, drama, novel, and figurative
language/poetry.
Literary analysis occurs across the curriculum by exploring short stories in the fiction
unit coupled with nonfiction works, such as literary criticism, interviews, and
biographies. The drama unit focuses on a three-act play as a work of literature as
well as theatrical production. Following a six-week novel study, figurative language
and poetry are explored in the final unit.
UNIT 1: FICTION (Short Stories)
• Fiction unit terms and explanations
• 8 short stories (application)
• Nonfiction connections
• 1 summative assessment
UNIT 2: DRAMA (Three-Act Play)
• Drama unit terms and explanations
• 1 three-act play (application)
• 1 summative assessment
• 1 major production activity
UNIT 3: NOVEL
• 1 Novel (literary analysis application)
• 1 summative assessment
• 1 major writing activity or visual presentation
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Fiction Unit:
Shooting an
Elephant: Day 5:
Independent
Practice
Fiction Unit:
The Masque of
the Red Death:
Day 2
Fiction Unit:
The Odyssey
Book IX: Day 2

UNIT 4: FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE/POETRY
• Figurative language/poetry unit terms and explanations
• 5 sections of 9 poems (application)
• 1 summative assessment
Update: The page number referenced for the Independent Practice section in the
Resource Book was corrected from pg. 29 to pg. 9.

Error: At the bottom of the page, the title “The Masque of the Red Death” was
spelled incorrectly as “The Masque of Red Death”.
Correction: The title is now spelled correctly.
Error: Homer’s name was spelled incorrectly in the following sentence: Read "The
Odyssey Book IX" by Homor [Translated by Samuel Butler].
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Correction: Homer’s name was corrected, so the sentence now reads: Read "The
Odyssey Book IX" by Homer [Translated by Samuel Butler].
Drama Unit: Our Update: A period was added to the end of both of the following sentences:
Town: Day 7:
1. “Wilder chooses to focus on love and marriage in this act, giving his
Act Two
audience a sense of community and relatability.”
2. “Record their words and actions as well as your inferences.”
Figurative
Error: Percy Shelley’s last name was spelled incorrectly in the following sentence:
Language/Poetry Read “Ozymandias” by Percy Shelly and “To an Athlete Dying Young” by A.E.
Unit:
Housman.
“Ozymandias”
and “To an
Correction: Percy Shelley’s last name was corrected, so the sentence now reads:
Athlete Dying
Read “Ozymandias” by Percy Shelley and “To an Athlete Dying Young” by A.E.
Young”: Day 2
Housman.

